Special FSC Board Meeting. June 4 2020Board Members present: Amy Preston,  Chip Wall, Win Irwin, Paul Arnold, Katie Mitchell, Steve Depolo, Kristin Mayer, James Taylor, Jean Bahle, Kathleen Higgins, Brad Miller, George Zuiderveen, Geoffrey Kempter, Shellie Jeffries, Will GallmeyerStaff: Christopher RoeIncoming Staff: Mariela Pérez-SimonsSpecial guests: Kirsten Lundeen, Peter Lundeen, (no relations) Covid-19 Building Use Discussion.This meeting refers to the five documents presented in the Board Packet so these minutes will detail only additional comments and clarifications.1. FSC Coronavirus (COVID) Institutional Policy Statement2. FSC COVID Coordinating Team Role and Responsibilities3. Initial Recommendations for Reducing the Spread of COVID4. CDC Recommendations for Community and faith-based organizations5. Amid the Coronavirus Crisis, a Regimen for Reentry - an article in The New Yorker magazineKirstin Lundeen introduced the COVID Coordinating Team (CCT):  Dr. Peter Lundeen, Dr. Russ Lampen, Rev. Christopher Roe and herself. Peter referred the CDC guidelines for faith-based organizations and suggested we are in a medium category for risk. He reflected that since we have an older population, we need to be extra careful. He suggested that for the foreseeable future, we should conduct meetings virtually. Chip noted that when a group needed to come to church to count ballots, Melissa had the building well prepared. Having the door open was a problem since the public did enter. Kirstin talked about posters that will be available for proper safety practices. Christopher said that the signage is provided by the CDC.Chip noted that the CCT will update the congregation as recommendations change. The CCT also recommended that we keep people from sleeping on the porticoes and that we do not participate in ArtPrize this year. Paul asked about signage to keep people from sleeping on the porticoes and Melissa said there are signs. Summer Services should all be held virtually. We will look again in late August about whether we can open the building on September 5. An informational video for the congregation is suggested for reopening and safety procedures.George and Kathrine asked asked about the screening procedures and if we would want to do actual temperature checks. Peter and Kirsten said that self screening will be the probable procedures. Linda asked if the recommendations are until September 5. Peter suggested it may likely be beyond that date.Chip noted that the UUA suggested that congregations may want to stay closed for another year. Kirstin and Peter don’t see the situation improving much in the Fall. Brad said that we have to be prepared to ask people to leave if they are not acting in a safe manner while in the building. Many stores are posting signs but people are not complying and we need these practices for the long term. Jean asked how the best safety practices be communicated. Kirstin will meet with staff to educate them and web site and e-mail notices will be used. Hospitality team will be asked to get people to follow the rules. Katie and Will suggested that "Housing Insecure” or "Unhoused Neighbors" be used instead of “Homeless” for the language we use. George questioned how, who and when we will adopt these recommendations as policy. Kirstin suggest that the recommendations be used as guidelines that may need to be flexible based on a review of CDC and Kent County Health Department data. Geoff asked if this was an official Board meeting and was assured that it was. He then moved to table accepting the CCT guidelines. Kathleen seconded. Amy want to delay some of the proposals and it was clarified that all of the seven proposal items are to be tabled at this time. Win suggested that this was called to just have a  discussion of the proposals was not needed therefore no motion was needed. Meeting adjourned.
